LAY THEORIES OF MEDICINE
The present research proposes that health care decisions are influenced by lay theories of medicine. There is precedent in the literature for adopting a lay theories approach to understanding health behavior, either by incorporating specific lay beliefs about, for example, mental health or high blood pressure, into explanatory models (Frosch, Kimmel, and Volpp 2008; Manber et al. 2003) or by adopting a more systematic approach to assessing lay beliefs about illness and its treatment (Horne 1999; Leventhal, Meyer, and Nerenz 1980) . Our research builds upon this past work by positing that consumer lay theories of medicine play a central role in health care decisions and behavior. We examine the role of lay theories of medicine in two ways. First, we investigate lay theories of medicine at an individual level via priming to demonstrate systematic effects on consumer preference. Second, we investigate consumer preference for health remedies specific to lay theories of medicine and, in turn, the consequences for a healthy lifestyle. In both cases, we argue that lay theories of medicine (primed in individuals and embodied in health products) make salient lay beliefs about diagnosis and treatment of illness that guide health behavior. Using this general approach, we investigate two aspects of health care decision making: consumer preference for health remedies and healthy lifestyle intentions.
Consumer Preference for Health Remedies
The present research assumes that consumers rely upon lay beliefs about the nature of their illness (i.e., a diagnosis function) in conjunction with lay beliefs about the nature of alternative remedies (i.e., a treatment function). During diagnosis, consumers attempt to identify the nature of the illness by relating symptoms to the originating illness or disease. During treatment, consumers attempt to select the health remedy most appropriate to the illness identified during diagnosis. There is some precedent for this approach in the literature. For example, traditional health-protective models (such as protection motivation theory) posit that health-protective behavior is a function of the probability and severity of health outcomes, the perceived effectiveness of the protective behavior, and the perceived costs and barriers to action (Weinstein 1993) . Assessments of probability and severity of health outcomes reflect assessments of risk and therefore align with the diagnosis function for a particular illness; perceived effectiveness and costs/barriers align with the treatment function. Traditional health-protective models have typically been used to predict specific coping strategies, such as starting a protective behavior or adhering to treatment (Duhachek 2005; Osterberg and Blaschke 2005) . The present research will focus on diagnosis and treatment and explicitly consider the case of multiple alternative diagnoses and treatment remedies, which is of particular interest given the growth in treatment options (Eisenberg et al. 1998; Kessler et al. 2001) .
Diagnosis Uncertainty. In terms of the diagnosis function, the relationship between symptom and disease is, of course, an uncertain one. Any given disease exhibits variability in its symptoms; moreover, multiple diseases share the same symptoms. As a result, consumer uncertainty about the cause of symptoms may vary. We hypothesize that diagnosis uncertainty will, in turn, affect remedy preference. When uncertainty is low, consumers can easily identify a cause-effect relationship and will tend to prefer health remedies that offer precise treatment linked to diagnosis. In contrast, when uncertainty is high, consumers cannot easily identify cause-effect relationships; the same symptom may arise from any number of causes, known or unknown. As a result, consumers will tend to prefer health remedies that, rather than treating a single symptom or ailment, accommodate diagnosis uncertainty by paying more attention to the whole body.
Treatment Response Efficacy. From a treatment perspective, consumers are expected to take into account how alternative health remedies vary in terms of response efficacy (Keller 2006 ). The present research broadens our consideration of response efficacy beyond remedy effectiveness (considered in traditional health models) to incorporate additional dimensions. Specifically, the two dimensions of interest are (1) the focus or goal of the treatment, which may include alleviation of symptoms or achieving an underlying cure; and (2) the action rapidity of the treatment (i.e., the speed of treatment). These dimensions certainly have face validity-for example, cold medicine is well known for its focus on alleviation of symptoms (Mossad 1998) , whereas antibiotics deliver an underlying cure (if used appropriately)-but have received scant attention in the literature (but see Johnson and Helman 2004) . One notable exception is recent research on side effects, which reflects a more expansive consideration of the dimensions of response efficacy but has focused on the implications for consumer perceptions of remedy effectiveness (Brown and Segal 1996) . In the present research, we control for remedy effectiveness and hypothesize that consumer preference for health remedies will vary in systematic ways as a function of these additional dimensions of response efficacy.
Healthy Lifestyle Intentions
Our research assumes that consumer health decisions are not made in isolation. Rather, a diagnosis and treatment decision may have downstream consequences on subsequent health decisions that contribute toward a healthy lifestyle. As such, we explore the impact of health remedies on subsequent health-protective decisions. Past research suggests that remedies may have unintended consequences that undermine risk avoidance among consumers-a so-called boomerang effect (Bolton, Cohen, and Bloom 2006) . Specifically, research suggests that drug remedies undermine a healthy lifestyle by reducing motivation and perceived ability to engage in health-protective behaviors (Bolton et al. 2008) .
In this research, we propose that health remedies that pay attention to the whole body are less likely to boomerang on a healthy lifestyle. Such remedies, by their very nature, acknowledge the interaction of drug treatment with body (and mind) processes and thereby emphasize the importance of a healthy lifestyle. In contrast, health remedies that are more precisely focused on cause-effect sequences narrow the focus of attention and lead to neglect of other healthprotective actions. As a result, we hypothesize that health remedies that pay heed to the whole body are less likely to undermine motivation and intentions to engage in a healthy lifestyle. Figure 1 provides an organizing framework for our research. If supported, this conceptual framework makes four main contributions. First, the conceptual framework emphasizes the role of lay theories of medicine and demonstrates how lay beliefs about diagnosis and treatment influence consumer behavior. Moreover, this approach highlights the role of factors, such as diagnosis uncertainty and the "unpacking" of response efficacy into multiple dimensions, that have not, to our knowledge, been examined in prior research. Second, the framework considers the effects of lay beliefs about diagnosis and treatment on consumer preference for alternative remedies (rather than, for instance, adherence to a particular remedy in isolation). Consumers to-
FIGURE 1
ORGANIZING FRAMEWORK day frequently face choices among remedies, and the framework explicitly acknowledges medical pluralism (Ernst 2002 ) and the competitive context in which health care decisions are made (Astin 1996) . Third, the framework considers downstream consequences of lay beliefs and remedy preference, specifically the effects on a healthy lifestyle. Such consequences will be shown to have important implications for corrective interventions designed to improve consumer health and welfare. Finally, the conceptual framework takes into account how lay theories of medicine may be primed within individuals and embedded in health products. The conceptual framework leads to differential predictions for the effects of two categories of health remedies in the marketplace, namely, Western medicine (WM) and its Eastern counterparts, traditional Chinese medicine (TCM) and Ayurvedic medicine (AM).
CONSUMER REACTIONS TO WESTERN VERSUS EASTERN MEDICINES
The world market for WM and its Eastern counterparts is substantial. To illustrate: TCM and WM have coexisted in China for more than 200 years (Qu 2005) , and both types of medication are licensed as patent medicine and widely available at pharmacies, hospitals, and other outlets. Moreover, the world market for TCM is estimated at over US$23 billion (Qiu 2007) , with most of the growth coming from Europe and the United States (Economist 2002; Zeng 2006) . Similarly, AM has coexisted with WM in India for well over a century, although the AM industry is much smaller in terms of sales than TCM. In 2008, the Ayurvedic industry was estimated to be worth about Rs7,000 crore (approximately US$1.45 billion; Unnikrishnan 2008) . TCM and AM are fundamentally different approaches to the biomedicine model that dominates Western medicine, whereas WM is closely linked to the scientific method and emphasizes empirically measurable biochemical processes that drive disease, its treatment, and health. The latter is primarily concerned with the material aspect of the body and views all medical phenomena as cause-effect sequences, relying on rigorous scientific studies and research that seek empirical proof to all phenomena (Morgan 1985; Piron et al. 2000; Wyngaarden 1985; Yu 2001) . To remedy disease, WM relies on drugs (the focus of our investigation), radiation, and/or surgery to treat symptoms and disease.
Both TCM and AM (like other alternative medicines) favor a holistic approach, view the mind and body as a whole system, and rely upon inductive tools and methods for treatment (Chopra and Doiphode 2002; Piron et al. 2000; Yu 2001) . In TCM theory, the correct balance between yin and yang make up the vital energy, "Qi" ( ), an essential lifesustaining substance of which all things are made. In AM, the correct balance among three "doshas," known as Vata, Pitta, and Kapha, is required for optimal health (Chopra and Doiphode 2002; Sharma et al. 2007a) . In both TCM and AM, disease or illness is caused by an imbalance, which may be brought about by external agents (e.g., climate changes) and/or internal dysfunctions (e.g., too much stress; Chopra and Doiphode 2002; Compilation Committee 2003a; Needham and Lu 2000) . To remedy disease or illness, TCM and AM practitioners prescribe harmony-restoration treatments in the form of herbal medicine (the focus of our investigation), massage, and other treatments that correct the imbalance and thereby cure the disease or illness (Compilation Committee 2003b; Sharma et al. 2007b) .
Although consumers may have an incomplete understanding of the tenets of WM and TCM/AM, it seems reasonable to investigate whether some aspects of these systems of medicine are reflected in lay theories of medicine held by consumers. Two important aspects of lay theories of medicine that may guide consumer behavior are (1) the degree to which the medicine accommodates uncertainty in diagnosing the cause of an illness, typically by being attentive to the whole body (including the mind) rather than its parts; and (2) the dimensions of response efficacy (specifically, treatment focus and action rapidity) associated with the medicine. We propose that these lay beliefs will have implications for both consumer preference for health remedies and their consequences for a healthy lifestyle.
Consumer Preference for TCM/AM versus WM
Diagnosis Uncertainty. The basic tenet of WM is rigorous identification of cause-effect or disease-symptom relationships (Morgan 1985; Wyngaarden 1985) . In contrast, TCM and AM adopt a theoretical approach that accommodates more uncertainty and ambiguity (Chopra and Doiphode 2002; Ma 1994; Sharma et al. 2007a ) and, rather than treating a single ailment or symptom, pays more attention to the whole body (Chopra and Doiphode 2002; Wang and Liang 1998) . As a result, consumer uncertainty regarding the cause of an illness during diagnosis may affect remedy preference. Specifically, when diagnosis uncertainty is low, consumers may prefer WM for its precise remedy; when diagnosis uncertainty is high, consumers cannot easily identify cause-effect relationships and may prefer TCM or AM for their tolerance of uncertainty and their holistic approach.
Treatment Response Efficacy. Consumer preference for health remedies is also expected to be a function of response efficacy. Specifically, TCM has been characterized as having mild and slow action, curing the underlying disease by means of correcting the imbalance between yin and yang (Li 1996) . In contrast, a focus on alleviating symptoms quickly seems more consistent with WM, which views diseases as cause-effect sequences (Morgan 1985; Wyngaarden 1985) and tries to identify and aggressively remove the cause of the symptom. Sivin (1987, 326) observed that, in China, "it was often said that biomedical therapy is better for relieving symptoms, but treatment by a skilled Chinese doctor is more likely to result in a cure." (Corresponding response efficacy of AM is not explicitly examined in the current research.) As a result, we propose that lay theories of medicine incorporate response efficacy beliefs in which TCM (WM) is associated with a treatment focus on curing illness (alleviating symptoms) and slower (faster) action-with consequences for consumer preference for health remedies.
Healthy Lifestyle Intentions for TCM/AM versus WM Regarding healthy lifestyle consequences, TCM and AM frequently require both consumption of a medication and specific health-promoting habits (e.g., diet and exercise prescriptions) to restore balance and cure illness. For example, patients should avoid "raw, cold, greasy, and irritant foods . . . when taking medicinal herbs" (Compilation Committee 2003b, 32) . Indeed, the Yellow Emperor's manual, the earliest Chinese medicine classic, regards health-protective behavior as one of the necessary conditions to promote healing (Wang and Liang 1998) . Similarly, AM regards health as more than the mere absence of disease. According to Susruta Samhita (one of the primary texts of AM), a healthy individual is one whose doshas are in balance; whose appetite is good; whose dhatus (tissue elements) are functioning normally, whose malas (excretory products) are in balance; and whose body, mind, and senses remain full of bliss (Sharma et al. 2007a ). Accordingly, both TCM and AM adopt a whole-body approach that enhances the perceived importance of, and motivation to engage in, health-protective behaviors. In contrast, prior research suggests that Western drugs may be perceived as "get out of jail free cards" that undermine the perceived importance of, and motivation to engage in, health-protective behaviors (Bolton et al. 2006 (Bolton et al. , 2008 . Prior research also found that Western drug marketing undermined perceived ability to engage in a healthy lifestyle due to associations of taking a drug with poor health (Bolton et al. 2008 ). However, we do not anticipate a mediating role for ability in the present context inasmuch as TCM and WM do not have differential associations with poor health that would, in turn, affect relative ability perceptions. Therefore, we hypothesize that WM (but not TCM/AM) will reduce perceived importance of, and motivation to engage in, health-protective behaviors and thereby undermine healthy lifestyle intentions.
RESEARCH OVERVIEW
To summarize, this research focuses on lay theories of medicine that guide consumer preference for health remedies and their consequences for a healthy lifestyle. We propose that: Additional hypotheses that build upon hypotheses 1 and 2 will be introduced with the accompanying experiments in order to test the conceptual framework in figure 1. If supported, this framework would provide evidence for the role of lay theories of medicine in consumer health behavior. From a theoretical perspective, the TCM/AM versus WM comparison may be viewed as an operationalization of differential lay theories of medicine, allowing us to test whether lay beliefs in diagnosis and treatment guide consumer preference and behavior. From a substantive perspective, a comparison of TCM/AM and WM has important implications for remedy marketing, medical pluralism, and consumer health and welfare (to be discussed later). In addition, although TCM and AM are important and longstanding forms of health practice in China, India, and other countries, consumer research has tended to focus on WM and is therefore scant on these topics-a void addressed by the present research.
To test these hypotheses, a series of studies was conducted with the overarching objective to investigate how lay theories of medicine affect consumer preference for health remedies and, in turn, the consequences for a healthy lifestyle. Specifically, experiment 1 investigates how priming lay theories of medicine makes salient lay beliefs regarding diagnosis uncertainty that drive consumer preference for TCM/AM versus WM in an Asian American consumer sample. Experiments 2 and 3 further explore how causal uncertainty in diagnosis interacts with individual and situational characteristics to affect preference for TCM versus WM among Chinese consumers. Turning to downstream consequences of remedy preference, experiment 4 examines differential effects of TCM versus WM on a healthy lifestyle among Chinese consumers. Finally, experiment 5 replicates these findings for AM versus WM in a consumer sample from India. Taken together, this set of studies provides evidence for lay theories of medicine that guide consumer health decisions.
EXPERIMENT 1: LAY BELIEFS ABOUT DIAGNOSIS UNCERTAINTY
The objective of this study is to investigate how lay theories of medicine drive remedy preference. First, the role of lay theories of medicine is examined via priming among biculturals (specifically, a sample of Asian Americans). Priming is expected to increase the availability of lay theories of medicine regarding Western medicine and its Eastern counterparts among this bicultural sample. Second, the role of lay theories of medicine is examined by comparing remedy preference for TCM/AM versus WM as a function of causal uncertainty in diagnosis. By varying uncertainty regarding the cause of an illness, we can investigate whether diagnosis uncertainty affects remedy preference in ways consistent with lay theories of medicine when those lay beliefs are made salient via priming. (That is, our original hypothesis 1 is moderated by the extent to which priming makes salient lay theories of medicine that incorporate causal uncertainty in the diagnosis.) Specifically, we predict a two-way interaction of priming and diagnosis uncertainty on consumer preference for remedies as follows:
H1a: When lay theories of medicine are primed, consumers will prefer TCM/AM (vs. WM) medicine when diagnosis uncertainty is high (vs. low). In the absence of priming, consumer preference will be unaffected by diagnosis uncertainty.
If supported, this hypothesis would provide evidence for effects of lay theories of medicine on remedy preference.
Method
Subjects and Design. The experiment was a 2 (prime: present vs. absent) # 2 (diagnosis uncertainty: high vs. low) between-subjects design. We recruited 266 Asian American participants (44% male, 53% nonstudent) of varying cultural background (47% Chinese, 20% Indian, remainder other Asian) for generalizability purposes.
Materials and Procedure.
Participants first read an introduction describing the study as "interested in your views on different kinds of medicine." To prime lay theories of medicine, some participants were exposed to the lotus and yin-yang (cultural cues for Indian and Chinese participants, respectively) in a small string of black-and-white symbols decorating the page. In the no-prime condition, participants saw a string of similar appearance that lacked cultural meaning. In addition, a phrase within the subsequent scenario was also used to prime a view of illness as a lack of harmony or balance (consistent with TCM/AM) or not (consistent with WM). Participants then read a short scenario describing an illness and providing treatment options. Uncertainty regarding the cause of the illness was manipulated as low or high. symptoms. It is most likely a specific illness (not particularly serious) that is prevalent right now.] You decide to take some medicine to help address this situation. You have two options:
(1) a Western medicine; or (2) a traditional medicine (e.g., Chinese medicine, Ayurvedic medicine). Assume that both are readily available and that, in independent testing, both were found to be equally safe and effective.
Participants then indicated remedy preference and completed manipulation check items. Measures for these items are detailed in table A1 in the appendix. Participants also responded to various background measures (e.g., gender, ethnicity).
Results
Manipulation Checks. Looked at another way, priming F ! 1). has no effect when diagnosis uncertainty is low but (F ! 1) shifts preference toward TCM/AM when diagnosis uncertainty is high These results, (F(1, 124) p 19.97, p ! .05). illustrated in figure 2, support hypothesis 1a.
These results indicate that priming makes salient lay theories of medicine that guide consumer preference for TCM/ AM versus WM. Consistent with the notion of lay beliefs about medicine, causal uncertainty regarding diagnosis influences remedy preference for Western medicine versus its Eastern counterparts-but only when lay beliefs are made salient via priming. In addition to helping rule out demand, the two-way interaction demonstrates how lay theories of medicine must be activated to guide health behavior-a phenomenon that merits greater attention in the lay theories literature. Past research has tended to measure lay theories and (to a lesser degree) induced or primed lay theories (e.g., reading a scientific article that supported the lay theory; Nussbaum and Dweck 2008) . Our study is arguably less heavy-handed inasmuch as it primes specific lay theories of medicine held by biculturals using cues that increase the availability of the lay theory. In so doing, the results support the argument that lay theories of medicine can account for within-individual variation in behavior (cf. Molden and Dweck 2006) .
In our view, the findings of experiment 1 are not readily explained by traditional health models. First, traditional health models do not incorporate diagnosis uncertainty as a driver of health-protective behavior. In these models, risk perceptions influence the adoption of health-protective behaviors, but it is not clear how diagnosis uncertainty (which is distinct from risk perceptions) would affect relative preference for health remedies. Second, traditional health models incorporate response efficacy as a driver of health-protective behavior. Response efficacy is typically operationalized as remedy effectiveness, and it is also unclear how remedy effectiveness could account for the pattern of effects. Indeed, risk perceptions, overall remedy effectiveness, safety, and side effects were measured in experiment 1: these measures were unaffected by manipulations of diagnosis uncertainty and priming and, moreover, the pattern of results holds when these measures are included as covariates in the analyses. This evidence helps rule out alternative explanations for the results of experiment 1 and thereby lends credence to our interpretation of the findings.
Discussion
Experiment 1 found evidence for the role of lay beliefs inasmuch as causal uncertainty in diagnosis affected remedy preference when lay theories of medicine were made salient via priming. In experiments 2 and 3, we further investigate the role of diagnosis uncertainty in remedy preference. We hold the availability of lay theories of medicine constant by examining consumer preference for TCM versus WM in a sample of Chinese consumers. In addition, experiments 2 and 3 also explore how remedy preference may be affected by lay beliefs about response efficacy associated with WM and TCM. Moving beyond the common treatment view of response efficacy as overall effectiveness of the remedy, the present research proposes that lay theories of medicine may "unpack" response efficacy into multiple dimensions. In experiments 2 and 3, we examine two dimensions of response efficacy (treatment focus and action rapidity) and their impact on remedy preference.
EXPERIMENT 2: DIAGNOSIS UNCERTAINTY AND RESPONSE EFFICACY
The primary objective of experiment 2 is to investigate how diagnosis uncertainty and response efficacy jointly determine consumer preference for TCM versus WM in a sample of Chinese consumers. We manipulate situational characteristics of diagnosis and treatment (specifically, diagnosis uncertainty and treatment time frame) that should align with lay theories of medicine salient among Chinese consumers.
Consistent with experiment 1, causal certainty in diagnosis is expected to favor preference for WM (vs. TCM) among Chinese consumers. Similarly, a shorter time frame for treatment is also expected to favor preference for WM (vs. TCM), consistent with lay beliefs about the faster (slower) response efficacy of the medicines. However, a preference for TCM is also consistent with lay beliefs about response efficacy that favor an underlying cure over alleviating symptoms (i.e., a goal hierarchy where the former subsumes the latter). As a result, Chinese consumers are expected to favor TCM except when conditions clearly exist (i.e., diagnosis certainty and a short time frame) that justify WM as an alternative. (That is, our original hypothesis 1 is moderated by consideration of the joint effects of diagnosis uncertainty and action rapidity.) Accordingly, we hypothesize as follows:
H1b: Consumer preference for TCM (vs. WM) will increase when diagnosis uncertainty is high or time frame is long; when uncertainty is low and time frame is short, consumers will prefer WM (vs. TCM).
If supported, this hypothesis would provide evidence for lay theories of medicine that guide diagnosis and treatment and determine remedy preference.
Method
Subjects and Design. The experiment was a 2 (diagnosis uncertainty: high vs. low) # 2 (time frame: short vs. long) between-subjects design. A total of 100 Chinese college students (38% male) participated for financial remuneration. figure 3 , support hypothesis 1b. As expected, consumers prefer TCM to WM except when uncertainty is low and the time frame is short.
Materials and
Together, these results support the hypothesis that lay theories of medicine guide consumer preference for TCM versus WM. Consistent with lay beliefs about medicine, causal uncertainty in diagnosis and situational characteristics that map on to response efficacy (i.e., time frame of treatment) jointly determine remedy preference. In our view, this pattern of results is not readily explained by traditional health models. For example, risk perceptions and overall remedy effectiveness were unaffected by manipulations; moreover, the twoway interaction for remedy preference achieves traditional levels of significance (F(1, 84) p 4.81, when these p ! .05) measures are included as covariates in the analyses. This evidence helps rule out alternative explanations for the results and thereby lends credence to our interpretation of the findings as evidence that consumers utilize lay theories of medicine in making health care decisions. In addition to the role of causal uncertainty in diagnosis (demonstrated in experiments 1 and 2), the experiment provides preliminary evidence for an additional dimension of response efficacy (specifically, action rapidity) that comprises lay beliefs about remedies.
EXPERIMENT 3: DIAGNOSIS UNCERTAINTY AND RESPONSE EFFICACY
The primary objective of experiment 3 is to further investigate how diagnosis uncertainty and response efficacy jointly determine remedy preference. We again examine consumer preference for TCM versus WM in a sample of Chinese consumers. In experiment 2, we examined action rapidity as a dimension of response efficacy (controlling for overall effectiveness). In the current experiment, we unpack response efficacy further by examining both action rapidity and treatment focus as dimensions of response efficacy. We do so by manipulating individual and situational characteristics (specifically, consumer goals and treatment time frame) that align with these dimensions of response efficacy.
Consistent with experiment 1, high causal uncertainty in diagnosis is expected to favor preference for TCM (vs. WM) among Chinese consumers. Similarly, a longer time frame and a consumer goal of achieving an underlying cure (vs. alleviating symptoms) are also expected to favor preference for TCM (vs. WM), consistent with lay beliefs about the response efficacy of the medicines. As a result, consumers are expected to favor TCM as an underlying cure except when conditions clearly exist (i.e., diagnosis certainty and a short time frame) that justify WM as an alternative. (This prediction is consistent with hypothesis 1b and experiment 2, and it reflects the notion that achieving a cure was the spontaneous but unstated goal in the previous study.) Moreover, consumers are expected to favor WM when the goal is symptom alleviation except when conditions clearly exist (i.e., diagnosis uncertainty and a long time frame) that justify TCM as an alternative. Note that these predictions are consistent with lay beliefs about response efficacy that favor an underlying cure over alleviating symptoms (i.e., a goal hierarchy where the former subsumes the latter). Accordingly, we hypothesize that:
H1c: When the consumer goal is achieving an underlying cure, consumer preference for TCM (vs. WM) will increase when diagnosis uncertainty is high or time frame is long; when uncertainty is low and time frame is short, consumers will prefer WM (vs. TCM).
H1d: When the consumer goal is alleviating symptoms, consumer preference for WM (vs. TCM) will increase when diagnosis uncertainty is low or time frame is short; when uncertainty is high and time frame is long, consumers will prefer TCM (vs. WM).
These hypotheses represent a three-way interaction of consumer goal, diagnosis uncertainty, and time frame on consumer preference. That is, our original hypothesis 1 is moderated by consideration of the joint effects of diagnosis uncertainty and both action rapidity and treatment focus. Put simply, consumer goals determine remedy preference except when conditions (diagnosis uncertainty, time frame of treatment) favor the alternative remedy. If supported, these hypotheses would provide evidence for lay theories of medicine inasmuch as causal uncertainty in lay diagnosis interacts with lay beliefs about response efficacy (unpacked into two dimensions, action rapidity and treatment focus) to determine remedy preference.
Method
Subjects and Design. The experiment was a 2 (diagnosis uncertainty: high vs. low) # 2 (consumer goal: alleviate symptoms vs. cure underlying illness) # 2 (time frame: short vs. long) between-subjects design. A total of 226 Chinese college students (57.1% male) participated for financial remuneration.
Materials and Procedure. Participants were first presented with the following scenario (with manipulations of consumer goals, diagnosis uncertainty, and time frame shown in brackets).
Your health is out of sorts: you feel mildly unwell, not like your normal self. You have been having headaches, a sore throat, and intermittent aches and chills. [You would like to treat the symptoms of your illness; that is, to make the headache, sore throat, aches and chills go away. / You would like to treat the underlying cause of the symptoms that you are experiencing; that is, to treat the illness that is causing your headache, sore throat, aches and chills.] You have an important classroom presentation to make [four days/two weeks] later. You need to obtain some relief by then.
You decide to take some medicine to help address this situation. You find two drugs in your medicine cabinet. One is a TCM and the other is a WM. Assume that both drugs were found to be equally safe and effective in independent testing.
Participants then indicated remedy preference and completed manipulation check items. Measures for these items are detailed in table A1 in the appendix. Participants also responded to various background measures (e.g., gender, ethnicity). To understand the nature of the three-way p ! .05). interaction, follow-up analyses for each level of consumer goal were conducted.
Results

Manipulation
When the consumer goal is to cure the underlying illness, under high diagnosis uncertainty, time frame has no effect on preference (M long p .79 (1.94) vs. M short p .14 (2.14); and preference favors TCM; un-F(1, 58) p 1.53, p p .22) der low diagnosis uncertainty, a shorter time frame shifts preference from TCM toward WM (M long p .48 (1.94) vs. M short p Ϫ1.23 (1.74); This F(1, 54) p 11.955, p ! .01). pattern of results mirrors the findings of experiment 2 (for a different illness and remedy), consistent with the notion that achieving a cure was the spontaneous goal in the previous scenario.
When the consumer goal is to fix symptoms, under low diagnosis uncertainty, time frame has no effect (M long p Ϫ.90 (1.76) vs. M short p Ϫ.68 (1.82);
and preference F ! 1)
FIGURE 4
REMEDY PREFERENCE AS A FUNCTION OF DIAGNOSIS UNCERTAINTY, TIME FRAME, AND CONSUMER GOALS AMONG CHINESE CONSUMERS (EXPERIMENT 3)
NOTE.-Positive (negative) ratings indicate preference for TCM (WM). figure 4 , support hypotheses 1c and 1d.
Together, these results support the hypothesis that lay theories of medicine guide consumer preference for TCM versus WM. Consistent with lay beliefs about medicine, causal uncertainty in diagnosis and individual/situational characteristics (i.e., consumer goals and time frame) that map on to response efficacy (i.e., treatment focus and action rapidity) jointly determine remedy preference. In our view, this pattern of results is not readily explained by traditional health models. For example, risk perceptions and overall remedy effectiveness were unaffected by our manipulations and, moreover, the three-way interaction for remedy preference is consistent when these measures are included as covariates in the analyses. This evidence helps rule out alternative explanations for the findings and thereby lends credence to our interpretation that consumers utilize lay theories of medicine in making health care decisions. In addition to the role of causal uncertainty in diagnosis (demonstrated in experiments 1 and 2), study 3 provides additional evidence for dimensions of response efficacy-specifically, action rapidity and treatment focus-that comprise lay beliefs about remedies.
EXPERIMENT 4: TCM/WM AND A HEALTHY LIFESTYLE
Thus far, our evidence regarding the role of lay theories of medicine has focused on consumer preference for health remedies. In experiment 4, we turn our attention to downstream consequences of the consumption of health remedies. Specifically, we examine the effects of WM versus TCM on healthy lifestyle intentions among Chinese consumers. Consistent with hypothesis 2, we posit that WM (vs. TCM) will undermine the perceived importance of, and motivation to engage in, complementary health-protective behaviors, thereby reducing healthy lifestyle intentions (i.e., a boomerang effect). Furthermore, we investigate whether a corrective intervention designed to increase the perceived importance of a healthy lifestyle will "undo" the boomerang effect of WM by motivating health-protective behaviors (Bolton et al. 2008) . Such an intervention is not expected to affect healthy lifestyle intentions for TCM inasmuch as complementary behaviors are already perceived as important for TCM. Accordingly, we hypothesize an interaction of health remedy (TCM/WM) and intervention (present/absent) such that:
H2a: In the absence of a corrective intervention, WM (vs. TCM) will undermine the perceived importance of, and motivation to engage in, complementary health-protective behaviors, thereby reducing healthy lifestyle intentions. In the presence of a corrective intervention, the boomerang effect of WM will be mitigated.
Method
Subjects and Design. The experiment was a 2 (remedy:
TCM vs. WM) # 2 (intervention: present vs. absent) between-subjects design. A total of 132 Chinese college students (36% male) participated for financial remuneration. As F ! 1). expected, the ability index was unaffected by the manipulations which also helps to rule out halo effects. (F's ! 1), These results indicate that (1) WM (vs. TCM) undermines perceived importance of, and motivation to engage in, a healthy lifestyle, and (2) an intervention mitigates the boomerang effect of WM (vs. TCM) on perceived importance and motivation. The evidence again supports hypothesis 2a.
Mediation. An analysis was conducted to test whether perceived importance and motivation mediate the effects of health remedy and the intervention on healthy lifestyle behaviors. As reported previously, the remedy # intervention 
HEALTHY LIFESTYLE INDEX AS A FUNCTION OF REMEDY AND INTERVENTION AMONG CHINESE AND INDIAN CONSUMERS (EXPERIMENTS 4 AND 5)
interaction is significant for healthy lifestyle and the proposed mediators, importance and motivation (which are close correlates). When the importance index is included as a covariate in the model for healthy lifestyle, importance is a significant predictor ( and ren-F(1, 124) p 42.14, p ! .01) ders the interaction nonsignificant (F(1, 124) p 1.22, p 1
Similarly, when the motivation index is included as a .25). covariate in the model for healthy lifestyle, motivation is a significant predictor and ren-(F(1, 124) p 97.55, p ! .01) ders the interaction nonsignificant (F(1, 124) 
This evidence supports the proposed mediation. .15).
Overall, the pattern of results is supportive. WM (vs. TCM) undermines perceived importance of, and motivation to engage in, health protective behaviors, thereby reducing healthy lifestyle behaviors. An intervention enhanced perceived importance and motivation to engage in complementary behaviors, thereby mitigating the boomerang effect of WM (vs. TCM). Evidence for the mediating role of importance perceptions and motivation is twofold: a mediational analysis is supportive and an intervention that targets the mediating process is also effective (Spencer, Zanna, and Fong 2005) . These results support a boomerang effect of remedy marketing (Bolton et al. 2006 (Bolton et al. , 2008 and its generalizability across cultural samples, while also demonstrating an important boundary condition on the phenomenon (inasmuch as TCM does not boomerang). Importantly, the results also provide further support for the role of lay theories of medicine on health behavior.
EXPERIMENT 5: AM/WM AND A HEALTHY LIFESTYLE
The objectives of experiment 5 are twofold: to further test the effects of lay beliefs about health remedies on healthy lifestyle intentions and to provide evidence of generalizability across consumers, cultural samples, and medicine. To that end, we examine the effects of AM versus WM on healthy lifestyle intentions utilizing a sample of Indian consumers. Consistent with hypothesis 2a, we hypothesize:
H2b: In the absence of a corrective intervention, WM (vs. AM) will undermine the perceived importance of, and motivation to engage in, complementary health-protective behaviors, thereby reducing healthy lifestyle intentions. In the presence of a corrective intervention, the boomerang effect of WM will be mitigated.
Method
AM vs. WM) # 2 (intervention: present vs. absent) between-subjects design. A total of 137 college students from India (69% male) participated for financial remuneration.
Materials and Procedure. Participants first read a scenario as follows (with manipulations of remedy and intervention shown in brackets):
Rahul is 40 years old, 1.78 meters tall, and weighs 90 kilograms (somewhat overweight for a man of this age and height). He smokes about 15 cigarettes per day and drinks regularly (1-2 servings of alcohol per day). Rahul has recently been diagnosed with high blood pressure (Rakta Gata Vata in Ayurveda). To help with this problem, his doctor recommends that he take a [Western medicine/Ayurvedic medicine] that has been tested and found effective in lowering high blood pressure. [His doctor also talks to him about living a healthy lifestyle. / (Omit statement).]
Participants then responded to the same measures (regarding Rahul) as in experiment 4 (detailed in table A2 in the appendix). Participants also responded to various background measures (e.g., gender, ethnicity).
Results
An ANOVA of the behavioral index revealed (a p .89) effects of remedy intervention (F(1, 133) 
and their interaction (F(1, 133) (F(1, 133) p 10.11, p ! .01), p 4.91, As shown in figure 5 (right panel), in the p ! .05). absence of the intervention, the behavioral index was higher for AM than for WM (M AM p 4.02 (1.09) vs. M WM p 3.17 (.95);
In the presence of the in-F(1, 68) p 11.96, p ! .01). tervention, the behavioral index did not differ (M AM p 4.19 (1.21) vs. M WM p 4.16 (1.01);
A similar pattern of F ! 1). response is observed for motivation and importance ratings, and a meditational analysis is also supportive. Moreover, the results remain consistent if we include risk perceptions and remedy effectiveness as covariates in the analyses, helping to rule out these factors as alternative explanations. Note also that analyses combining the data from experiments 4 and 5 and including cultural sample as a covariate were also supportive. (Details are omitted for brevity's sake.) These results support hypothesis 2b and are consistent with experiment 4, thereby providing evidence of generalizability to another consumer sample using alternative health remedies.
GENERAL DISCUSSION
Our research provides evidence that lay theories of medicine affect consumer preference for health remedies and, in turn, the consequences for a healthy lifestyle. Experiment 1 demonstrates that priming lay theories of medicine regarding diagnosis uncertainty drives consumer preference for TCM/ AM versus WM in an Asian American consumer sample. Experiments 2 and 3 find that causal uncertainty in diagnosis interacts with individual and situational determinants that align with dimensions of response efficacy (specifically, treatment focus and action rapidity) to determine preference for TCM versus WM among Chinese consumers. Turning to downstream consequences of remedy preference, experiment 4 demonstrates that WM (vs. TCM) undermines intentions to live a healthy lifestyle among Chinese consumers; experiment 5 replicates the result for WM (vs. AM) in a consumer sample from India. Taken together, the set of studies provides evidence for the role of lay theories of medicine in guiding consumers' health decisions.
This research makes several contributions to the literature. First, we investigate the role of lay theories of medicine and demonstrate how lay beliefs about diagnosis and treatment influence consumer behavior. This approach highlights the role of several factors-including diagnosis uncertainty and the unpacking of response efficacy into treatment focus and action rapidity dimensions-that have not, to our knowledge, been examined in prior research. Second, we examine the effects of lay beliefs on consumer preference for alternative remedies (rather than, e.g., adherence to a particular remedy in isolation)-acknowledging the competitive context of medical pluralism. Third, we also examine downstream consequences of lay beliefs and remedy preference, specifically the effects on a healthy lifestyle. Such consequences are shown to have important implications for corrective interventions designed to improve consumer health and welfare. Finally, we examine lay theories of medicine pertaining to WM and its Eastern counterparts, TCM and AM-thereby answering the call for research on consumer response to alternative remedies. In an age of medical pluralism, where complementary and alternative medicines coexist with Western medicine, our research sheds light on how consumers choose between alternative health remedies and the consequences for a healthy lifestyle. Moreover, our research also illuminates the role of lay theories of medicine in health decisions, which opens the window to exploring cross-cultural differences in health behavior.
Limitations
We note several limitations of the present set of experiments. First, we utilize self-report measures and rely upon other research that has established the link between preferences, intentions, and actual behavior. Self-report data do, however, allow us to investigate process by measuring psychological mechanisms that drive consumer preference and healthy lifestyle intentions. Second, experiments 2 and 4 provided specific instantiations for the health remedies that may not generalize to other domains and stimuli. Looked at another way, however, doing so provides a more realistic and conservative test inasmuch as consumer perceptions (and treatment manipulations) must be sufficient to overcome the realistic and detailed product information that was provided. In contrast, experiments 1, 3, and 5 utilize an impoverished set of stimuli that provides only minimal remedy information and may not generalize to more specific instantiations and other domains. However, doing so allows us to examine consumers' spontaneous reactions, relatively uncontaminated by specific aspects of the stimuli. Third, we attribute our results to lay theories of medicine and identify causal uncertainty in diagnosis and lay beliefs about dimensions of response efficacy as evidence for a lay theory account. Although it remains possible that TCM/AM and WM differ on other dimensions that could account for our findings, we examined and ruled out various other potential differences (e.g., overall effectiveness and risk perceptions) and employed manipulations (consumer goals, time frame, and corrective interventions) that clearly map onto the hypothesized dimensions. Finally, our research used convenience samples and makes no claims to representativeness of the general population. However, our findings were consistent across studies that provided variation in both illnesses and remedies and, even more powerfully, appear to generalize across TCM and AM (vs. WM), as well as cultural samples from China, India, and the United States. As further evidence of generalizability of lay theories of medicine to nonstudent populations, we conducted a survey of a convenience sample of adult Chinese consumers in Beijing and Nanjing that supports (1) the effects of diagnosis uncertainty on remedy preference (hypothesis 1), (2) the dimensions of response efficacy that underlie experiments 2 and 3, and (3) the boomerang effect of TCM (vs. WM) on a healthy lifestyle (hypothesis 2). Details are available from the authors.
Theoretical Implications
Traditional Health Models. Although it is difficult to briefly summarize prior research in the health domain, we argue that health-protection models primarily focus on risk perceptions, self-efficacy, and response efficacy as drivers of health protection. These factors have proven quite useful for predicting specific health-protective behaviors (e.g., stopping a risky behavior like smoking, adopting a health-protective behavior like sunscreen, and adhering to a medication regime). Although applying these models to preference among treatment remedies is possible, our research suggests that doing so does not readily account for our findings. Instead, our research identifies additional antecedents of remedy preference (causal uncertainty in diagnosis, additional dimensions of response efficacy) that could be incorporated into these models in order to improve our understanding of consumer preference among alternative remedies and the consequences for a healthy lifestyle.
Lay Theories of Medicine. This research also answers the call to better understand commonsense psychology (Heider 1958) and the lay theories that guide human behavior (Molden and Dweck 2006) . We propose that consumers hold "lay theories of medicine" that guide their preferences and behaviors in the health domain. These lay theories of medicine incorporate lay beliefs about illnesses and symptoms (i.e., a form of lay diagnosis that may feature causal un/ certainty) and lay beliefs about health remedies (i.e., a treatment function that takes into account how consumers think remedies work, including the focus and action rapidity of treatment). Based on these lay theories, consumers construct preferences that are consistent with their individual and situational characteristics (such as consumer goals and time constraints). Indeed, China and India are especially appropriate settings for our investigation because of the dual theories of medicine (TCM/AM and WM) that operate side by side in the culture. Moreover, we note that similar observations emerge in a bicultural sample of Asian Americans. Interestingly, other traditional cultures have also incorporated Western medicine-witness, for example, Maori and Pakeha illnesses and treatments among the New Zealand Maori-leading to "medical pluralism" (Cameron and Moss-Morris 2004, 102) . Although the United States (and much of Western society) is currently dominated by the Western biomedical model of medicine, the growth in complementary and alternative medicines points to the increasing importance of understanding the lay theories that guide consumer health care preferences and choices.
We suggest that many interesting questions arise from considering consumer health behavior from a lay theories perspective. To illustrate, improving patient compliance with medication and treatment regimes is a major challenge in health care (McDonald, Garg, and Haynes 2002) and raises the question, do lay theories of medicine affect compliance and, if so, how? For example, diagnosis uncertainty could reduce compliance by undermining consumer commitment to the selected treatment or could instead enhance compliance if consumers attempt to offset the uncertainty through greater vigilance or effort. Similarly, lay beliefs about response efficacy may play a role in compliance if action rapidity creates expectations about the time course of treatment that lead consumers to abandon treatments too early out of impatience (or conversely, to stay the course with a failing treatment too long). Similarly, lay beliefs about treatment focus may also affect compliance, especially if consumers mistakenly equate symptom alleviation with an underlying cure. Although our research has focused on diagnosis uncertainty, action rapidity, and treatment focus, future research might consider other lay beliefs about diagnosis and treatment and their consequences for remedy preference, compliance, a healthy lifestyle, and other important outcomes. For example, additional dimensions of response efficacy that strike us as interesting include lay beliefs about the whole-body nature of health remedies (Montgomery 1993) , about the "natural" properties of health remedies (Rozin 2005) , and even about invasion and contamination of the body (which might relate to preference among drug, radiation, acupuncture, and surgical treatment remedies when such alternatives exist). In addition to recommending future research on the content, process, and consequences of lay theories of medicine, we also note that lay theories of medicine are not monolithic and may vary across culture (just as medical practice varies across culture; Payer 1996) , suggesting that a cross-cultural approach to understanding lay theories of medicine merits future research. Indeed, differences in health behavior (from diagnosis to treatment to healthy lifestyles) may arise when lay theories of medicine are distinct and/or differentially available across consumers and/or culture, which is consistent with the view that lay theories can account for both "withinculture" and "between-culture" differences in human behavior (Molden and Dweck 2006, 200) .
Country of Origin (COO) Effects.
Our research also appears relevant to the literature on COO effects, with TCM and AM versus WM serving as a cue to the "culture of origin" of the remedy (arising from traditional Chinese/Ayurvedic medicine or Western theories of medicine). Prior research proposes cognitive, affective, and normative aspects to the COO effect (Verlegh and Steenkamp 1999) : COO serves as a cognitive signal of quality, carries with it affective associations, and may also have normative implications (e.g., "buy domestic"). Moreover, evidence suggests that COO varies across culture (Gürhan-Canli and Maheswaran 2000) . From a cognitive standpoint, COO may bias subsequent product information processing (Hong and Wyer 1990) and drive inferences about other product attributes (e.g., via matching of product and country images; Roth and Romeo 1992) . Our results appear consistent with this cognitive processing perspective: COO drives inferences about the remedy (e.g., treatment focus and action rapidity) that affect subsequent preference in ways that appear to go beyond a traditional quality signaling perspective. Moreover, prior research suggests that COO effects are not dependent upon actual origin in another country (Leclerc, Schmitt, and Dubé 1994; Verlegh and Steenkamp 1999) and, indeed, most TCM and WM consumed in China is also manufactured in China (Zeng 2006) . Importantly, however, our research suggests that COO effects will be dependent upon individual and situational characteristics and will also extend beyond remedy preference to consequences for a healthy lifestyle. Indeed, the TCM/AM versus WM distinction may prime lay theories of medicine that guide consumer preference and behavior well beyond the COO literature's traditional focus on product evaluations. Although our research has adopted a cognitive perspective, future research is merited to investigate whether affective and normative responses are also implicated in consumer response to TCM/AM and WM marketing.
Marketing Implications
This research adds to the extant research on health marketing and health-related behavior-topics of considerable interest to marketers, consumers, and consumer welfare advocates, health care professionals, and government regulatory agencies. Our research provides evidence for lay theories of medicine that may not map onto the theories of medicine held by practitioners or empirical evidence in the medical literature. (Indeed, scientific evidence comparing health outcomes for TCM/AM and WM is scant.) From a managerial perspective, marketers may be able to leverage their understanding of consumer lay theories of medicine to improve remedy marketing. For example, in the Chinese marketplace, WM is perceived as a quick fix of symptoms, and marketers may attempt to change these lay beliefs (e.g., persuading consumers of the curative powers of WM) or perhaps turn these lay beliefs to advantage (e.g., emphasizing the importance of a fast recovery). From a consumer perspective, decisions in the health domain are important for individual health and the welfare of society as a whole. Consumers may be driven by lay theories to make health care choices that do not maximize health outcomes-for example, choosing health remedies out of potentially inaccurate perceptions of their response efficacy or neglecting health protective behaviors when consuming WM (vs. TCM/AM). Thus, our findings add to the growing debate over the regulation of health marketing, the role of direct-toconsumer advertising, and marketing efforts to promote a healthy lifestyle. Overall effectiveness • Overall, which drug will be more effective? E1, E2, E3 Treatment focus
APPENDIX
• Which drug will focus more on alleviating symptoms?
E1, E2, E3
• Which drug will focus more on treating the underlying illness? Action rapidity
• Which drug do you think will act faster? E1, E2, E3 Safety
• Which drug do you think is safer? E1, E2, E3 Side effects
• Which drug do you think has fewer side effects? E1, E2, E3 • Which drug do you think will be milder? E3 Individual/situational characteristics:
Consumer goal: alleviate symptoms • Making the symptoms go away is my primary concern in drug choice.
E1, E3
• I am trying to treat the symptoms of this illness.
• It is important to quickly relieve the symptoms of this disease. Consumer goal: cure underlying illness
• Making the disease go away is my primary concern in drug choice.
• I am trying to treat the illness causing these symptoms.
• It is important to address the underlying disease. Time frame
• The time for my treatment is sufficient. E1, E2, E3 • I have adequate time to recover. NOTE.-Responses were recorded on 7-point scales with endpoints "WM" and "TCM/AM" for remedy preference and treatment measures and with endpoints "disagree/agree" for diagnosis and individual/situational measures. Additional analyses that include risk perceptions, overall effectiveness, safety, and side effects as covariates do not alter the pattern of results reported in the studies.
TABLE A2
SUMMARY OF MEASUREMENT ITEMS (EXPERIMENTS 4 AND 5)
Construct
Wording of measurement items Healthy lifestyle behavioral index (on 7-point scales with endpoints "very unlikely/very likely")
Assume that Wang/Rahul decides to take the medicine and does so as instructed. Please indicate how likely Wang/Rahul will also do the following. Wang/Rahul will . . . • Live a healthy lifestyle.
• Eat a low-fat diet.
• Reduce salt in his diet.
• Be careful to avoid high-fat foods.
• Use salt in his diet cautiously.
• Exercise regularly.
• Work in physical activity as part of his day.
• Not change his eating habits (reverse coded).
• Not change his exercise habits (reverse coded).
• Try to stop smoking.
TABLE A2 (Continued)
Construct
Wording of measurement items
• Continue to smoke as usual (reverse coded).
• Reduce his alcohol intake.
• Continue to drink as usual (reverse coded). Motivation index (on 7-point scales with endpoints "not at all motivated/very motivated") 
